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Abstract. We investigate various types of squeezing in a collective su(2J + 1)
system consisting of spin-J particles (J > 1/2). We show that the squeezing in the
collective su(2J + 1) system can be classified into unitary equivalence classes, each
of which is characterized by a set of squeezed and anti-squeezed observables forming
an su(2) subalgebra in the su(2J + 1) algebra. The dimensionality of the unitary
equivalence class is fundamentally related to its squeezing limit. We also demonstrate
the classification of the squeezing among the spin and multipolar observables in a
collective su(4) system.
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1. Introduction
Many quantum information protocols involve nonclassical states to achieve their
quantum advantages. For instance, quantum high precision measurements achieve
sensitivities beyond the standard quantum limit by utilising nonclassical states. The
standard quantum limit is given by a coherent state, which satisfies the minimum
uncertainty relation where quantum fluctuations are equally shared by any two
quadrature amplitudes. One way to break this limit is to squeeze a coherent state [1]. A
squeezed state exhibits quantum fluctuations below the standard quantum limit in one
quadrature at the sacrifice of larger quantum fluctuations in the other, which is directly
applicable to achieve high precision measurements. To apply squeezed states to high
precision measurements, it is important that squeezing can be achieved relatively easily.
Fortunately, squeezing can be achieved via quadratic Hamiltonian, and hence it does not
require higher-order optical nonlinearity such as Kerr effect [2, 3]. Both squeezing and
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the quantum advantages by squeezing in the high precision measurements have been
demonstrated in experiments [4, 5].
The idea of squeezing has been extended to spin systems [6, 7, 8]. An ensemble of
spins can be considered as a collective spin when it satisfies the symmetry under particle
permutations. An ensemble of spin-1/2 systems can be treated as an su(2) system in
a high dimension dependent on the number of spins in the ensemble. The coherent
states of the su(2) system can be defined as the orbit of the SU(2) group action on
a reference state [9]. Usually, we take the lowest weight state as the reference state,
analogous to the vacuum state in the optical coherent states. Squeezing can then be
introduced on the coherent state of the collective su(2) system. The spin squeezed states
show quantum fluctuations below the standard quantum limit in one degree of freedom,
similar to the optical squeezed states. In the spin-1 case [10, 11, 12], the Hilbert space of
a spin-1 particle can be spanned by three orthnormal states, and we can consider eight
independent observables on the Hilbert space. They correspond to eight generators of
the su(3) algebra, and hence the collective system inherits the su(3) structure. The
dimensionality of the su(3) collective system can be determined by the number of the
spin-1 particles. Similarly, if the ensemble is of spin-J systems, the collective spin can
be treated as an su(2J + 1) system, where its dimension is determined by the number
of the ensemble. This extension is relevant to current experiments of squeezing on spin
ensembles; for instance, squeezing in a spin-7/2 atomic gas [15] and in spin-1 Bose-
Einstein condensates have been observed [16, 17, 18]. In view of current and near
future experimental developments, it is important to characterize the rich structure of
squeezing in the collective su(2J +1) systems and to systematically classify them based
on unitary equivalent classes.
Among the collective su(2J + 1) systems, the su(2) collective system is simple
enough so that squeezing can be understood in comparison with optical squeezing. The
representation space based on the SU(2) coherent states is a sphere, i.e. the Bloch
sphere. Squeezing can be tracked on this two-dimensional space. Though it is compact,
as the dimensionality of the Bloch sphere is the same as that of the phase space based
on the optical coherent states, there are similarities between the SU(2) squeezed states
and the optical squeezed states. When we extend the former to an ensemble of spin-J
systems (J > 1/2), the structure of squeezing is no longer so simple. As the collective
su(2J + 1) system has (2J + 1)2 − 1 independent observables, there are a number of
possible realizations of squeezed states. In the case of J = 1, there are the eight
independent observables, which can be represented by three spin-vector components
and five quadrupolar-tensor components, and squeezing can be implemented in terms of
the su(2) subalgebra among these eight observables. Then, squeezing can be classified
into two classes with the different squeezing limits.
In this paper, we generalize the classification to collective su(2J+1) systems, where
the squeezing can be characterized by (2J + 1)2 − 1 linearly independent observables.
Following the classification in Ref. [11], we classify squeezing based on the unitary
equivalence classes, whose definition is given in Sec. 2.2. We also derive the structure
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factor of the su(2) generators to characterise each class and obtain the squeezing limits
via the one-axis twisting interaction.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we generalize the classification to the
collective su(2J+1) systems to show that the squeezing can be classified into the unitary
equivalence classes of (2J + 1)-dimensional representations of the su(2) subalgebras. In
Sec. III, we derive quantum fluctuations for squeezed states of collective su(2J + 1)
systems with one-axis twisting and show their squeezing limits. In Sec. IV we apply our
classification to a collective su(4) system to illustrate the unitary equivalence classes of
the squeezing and their squeezing limits, and summarize the main results in Sec. V.
Throughout this paper, a scalar, a vector, and a matrix are respectively represented by
a normal letter, a bold letter, and a normal letter with a tilde, as in A, A, and A˜. The
operator is denoted by a letter with a caret as in Aˆ.
2. Classification of squeezing in collective su(2J+1) systems
2.1. Observables of the su(2J+1) systems
Let us identify the linearly independent observables whose quantum fluctuations can be
controlled via squeezing. Suppose there is a collective su(2J +1) system consisting of N
spin-J particles. The particles can be fermions as well as bosons when the spatial degrees
of freedom of each fermion are frozen and the spin degrees of freedom are separable from
the spatial degrees of freedom as in ultracold fermions trapped in an optical lattice [13]
or magnetic impurities in a crystal [14]. We consider a squeezed spin state (SSS) which
is generated from a coherent spin state (CSS) via a nonlinear interaction such as the
one-axis twisting or the two-axis counter twisting [6].
In a CSS, all particles are in the same single-spin state [6]. A single-spin state
can be expanded in terms of the rank-d multipoles (d ∈ N) and it can be described
by the spherical harmonics of degree d. In the case of a spin-1/2 particle, the three
components of the dipole, i.e., the spin vector, are linearly independent and generate
the su(2) algebra. In the case of a spin-J particle, the 2d+ 1 components of the rank-d
multipoles (1 ≤ d ≤ 2J) are linearly independent of each other, while the multipoles of
the rank higher than 2J can be expressed in terms of the lower-rank multipoles and the
identity. Thus, the spin and multipoles up to the rank of 2J , which are comprised of
(2J + 1)2 − 1 = 4J(J + 1) observables in total, completely characterize a single spin-J
state; hence they can be chosen as the generators of the su(2J + 1) algebra. We define
the second-quantized forms of the single spin and multipolar observables as
λˆnj ;J,k =
2J+1∑
m,n=1
(λ˜J,k)mncˆ
†
nj ;J,m
cˆnj ;J,n, (1)
where (λ˜J,k)mn represents the mn-entry of the k-th spin or multipolar matrix λ˜J,k of
a single spin-J particle, and cˆnj ;J,m (cˆ
†
nj ;J,m
) denotes the spin-J bosonic or fermionic
annihilation (creation) operator of the spatial mode nj and the magnetic sublevel
mz = J + 1 −m. Here, we define λˆnj ;J,k in Eq. (1) so that the first three observables
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are given by the Cartesian components of the spin vector, the next five are given by the
five independent components of the quadrupolar tensor, the next seven are the seven
independent components of the octupolar tensor [19], and so on. We also note that the
matrices λ˜J,k are normalized so that their trace norms satisfy
||λ˜J,k||2trace =
J∑
mz=−J
m2z =
1
3
J(J + 1)(2J + 1). (2)
A CSS can be completely described by the collective observables of the single
spin and multipolar observables given in Eq. (1). Squeezing can redistribute quantum
fluctuations in these collective observables. The second-quantized forms of the collective
observables ΛˆJ,k can be expressed as
ΛˆJ,k =
N∑
j=1
λˆnj ;J,k. (3)
The observables ΛˆJ,k in Eq. (3) satisfy the same commutation relations as λ˜J,k in Eq. (1).
This implies that they also generate the su(2J + 1) algebra and the matrices {λ˜J,k}
can be regarded as the irreducible representation of {ΛˆJ,k} in the basis of {|J,mz〉},
which represents the basis of the single-spin magnetic sublevels with respect to the
quantization axis along the z axis. Thus, a collective observable OˆJ of the collective
su(2J +1) system can be expressed by a (2J +1)-dimensional matrix representation O˜J
in the representation space of V ({|J,mz〉}) as follows:
O˜J =
4J(J+1)∑
k=1
vJ,kλ˜J,k, (4)
where the real coefficients vJ,k satisfy
∑4J(J+1)
k=1 v
2
J,k = 1.
2.2. Classification based on unitary equivalence classes
We consider squeezing among three observables {OˆJ,k} (k = 1, 2, 3) of the collective
su(2J +1) system, which form an su(2) subalgebra of the su(2J +1) algebra and satisfy
the commutation relations given by
[OˆJ,3, OˆJ,±] = ±fOˆJ,3, (5)
where OˆJ,± ≡ OˆJ,1±iOˆJ,2 and f > 0 represents the magnitude of the structure constant.
Note that f in Eq. (5) is not always f = 1, since ±f are equivalent to the structure
factors of the su(2J + 1) algebra.
The squeezing among an su(2) subalgebra {OˆJ,k} can be classified based on the
unitary equivalence class. The unitary equivalence class of the squeezing among {OˆJ,k}
can be determined by the (2J + 1)-dimensional matrix representation of {OˆJ,k} in the
space of V ({|J,mz〉}) spanned by the basis {|J,mz〉}. The unitary equivalence class is
defined as follows: Suppose {X˜k} and {X˜ ′k} are the n-dimensional matrix representations
of the semi-simple Lie algebra. Then, the representations {X˜k} and {X˜ ′k} belong to the
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same unitary equivalence class, if there exists an SU(n) transformation matrix U˜ such
that U˜X˜kU˜
† = X˜ ′k for ∀k.
In our case, {O˜J,k} is the (2J + 1)-dimensional matrix representation of the
generators of the su(2) algebra, which is semi-simple; hence {O˜J,k} should be
completely reducible. The matrix representation {O˜J,k} and its representation space
V ({|J,mz〉}) can be decomposed into the direct sum of the lower dimensional irreducible
representations of the su(2) generators and their representation spaces, respectively.
Suppose the dimension of the l-th irreducible representation is 2Jl+1. Then, there exists
an orthonormal basis set {|Jl, ml〉l} (ml = −Jl, · · · , Jl) such that the l-th irreducible
representation of the su(2) algebra is given by the spin matrices {λ˜Jl,1, λ˜Jl,2, λ˜Jl,3} for a
spin-Jl particle (c.f. Eq. (1)). The state |Jl, ml〉l can be expressed as a linear combination
of |J,mz〉 (mz = −J, · · · , J), and {|Jl, ml〉l} and {|Jl′, ml′〉l′} (l 6= l′) are orthogonal to
each other. Then, the completely reducible representation of {O˜J,k} can be expressed
as
O˜J,k = f
r⊕
l=1
λ˜Jl,k, V ({|J,mz〉}) =
r⊕
l=1
V ({|Jl, ml〉l}). (6)
In Eq. (6), r expresses the number of the irreducible representations and the “subspins”
Jl satisfy
∑r
l=1(2Jl+1) = 2J +1. The structure constant f of {O˜J,k} defined in Eq. (5)
is given by
f =
√
J(J + 1)(2J + 1)∑r
l=1 Jl(Jl + 1)(2Jl + 1)
, (7)
which can be derived from the irreducibility of {λ˜Jl,k} and the normalization condition
in Eq. (2). Here, we note that {λ˜Jl,k} and V ({|Jl, ml〉l}) are arranged so that Jl satisfies
0 ≤ Jr ≤ · · · ≤ J2 ≤ J1 ≤ J, (8)
and we define {λ˜Jl=0,k} = {0, 0, 0}.
If two sets of the generators of the su(2) subalgebras, {OˆJ,k} and {Oˆ′J,k}, belong to
the same unitary equivalence class, {Oˆ′J,k} and the representation space V ({|J,mz〉})
can be decomposed into
O˜′J,k = f
′
r′⊕
l=1
λ˜J ′l ,k, V ({|J,mz〉}) =
r′⊕
l=1
V ({|J ′l , m′l〉l}), (9)
where f ′ = [J(J + 1)(2J + 1)/
∑r′
l=1 J
′
l (J
′
l + 1)(2J
′
l + 1)]
1/2, m′l = −J ′l , · · · , J ′l , and
r = r′ ∧ ∀l, Jl = J ′l . (10)
Equation (10) implies that the structure constants f and f ′ are equal. If two sets of
the generators of the su(2) subalgebras, {O˜J,k} and {O˜′J,k}, do not belong to the same
unitary equivalence class, Eq. (10) does not hold, since a unitary matrix transforms the
basis but it cannot change r and Jl. The unitary equivalence classes of the su(2J + 1)
algebra can be systematically found via the Dynkin diagram of the su(2J + 1) algebra
as explained in 2.3.
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J J-1
(a)
J-2 -J+2 -J+1 -J
α1 α2 α3 α2J-1 α2J J J-1 J-2
α1 α2 αl αl+1 αl+2
J-l+1 J-l J-l-1 J-l-2
l+1 dimension
αl’+1αl’+2
J-l’ J-l’-1 J-l’-2
αl’
J-l’+1
1 dimension
(b)-(i)
(b)-(ii)
Figure 1. (Color Online) (a) Dynikin diagram of the su(2J + 1) algebra. The
simple root αk expresses the transition from mz = J − k to mz = J − k + 1.
(b) Correspondences between the connected and disconnected simple roots and the
lower dimensional irreducible representations of the su(2) generators. The filled circles
and the gray open circles represent the simple roots that are chosen and not chosen,
respectively. (i) If the chosen simple roots from α1 to αl are connected, then they are
substituted by the (l+ 1)-dimensional irreducible representation in the representation
space of V ({|J,mz〉}) (mz = J, · · · , J − l). (ii) If a magnetic sublevel J − l′ is isolated
from the connected simple roots, then it is substituted by the one-dimensional element,
i.e., 0.
2.3. Dynkin diagram and unitary equivalence class
The decomposition of the generators {O˜J,k} of the su(2) subalgebra in Eq. (6) can be
derived from the Dynkin diagram of the su(2J + 1) algebra. In the Dynkin diagram of
the su(2J + 1) algebra, the 2J simple roots are connected as shown in Fig. 1 (a). Here,
the k-th vertex represents the k-th simple root αk that corresponds to the raising matrix
A˜J,k from the k-th sublevel to the (k+1)-th sublevel with respect to the quantization axis
determined by the Cartan subalgebra. For the generators of the Cartan subalgebra, we
choose the z component of the spin vector λ˜J,3 and the other 2J − 1 diagonal matrices.
Then the quantization axis is given by the z axis, which implies that A˜J,k raises the
sublevel from mz = J − k to mz = J − k + 1 as follows:
(A˜J,k)mn ≡
√
1
3
J(J + 1)(2J + 1) δJ−k+1,mδJ−k,n. (11)
The matrix products of A˜J,k and their linear combinations reproduce the spin and
multipolar observables λ˜J,k.
We can construct a complete irreducible representation by choosing 1 ≤ n ≤ 2J
vertices from the 2J vertices and substituting l-connected roots of αk, αk+1, · · ·,
αk+l−1 (l = 1, · · · , 2J) by the (l + 1)-dimensional irreducible representation {λ˜Jl,k}
(k = 1, 2, 3) of the su(2) generators in the representation space of V ({|J,mz〉})
(mz = J − k + 1, J − k, · · · , J − k − l + 1) as shown in Fig. 1 (b)-(i). If the magnetic
sublevel of mz is not involved by the connected simple roots, then it is substituted by
the one-dimensional element of 0. This procedure is equivalent to the decomposition of
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V ({|J,mz〉}) into the subspaces in Eq. (6) Arranging the irreducible representations so
that their dimensions satisfy Eq. (8), we can obtain the decomposition in Eq. (6). Since
the Dynkin diagram does not depend on the choice of the basis, any (2J+1)-dimensional
matrix representation can be obtained by rotating one of the representations derived
from the Dynkin diagram via an SU(2J + 1) unitary matrix.
3. Properties of squeezing determined by unitary equivalence classes
3.1. Squeezing parameters
The properties of the squeezing reflect the structure of the unitary equivalence class, i.e.,
the subspins and the initial coherent state. To confirm this, let us consider squeezing
among an su(2) subalgebra {OˆJ,k}, which can be decomposed into Eq. (6) with the
subspins {Jl}. A CSS [20, 21, 22, 23] can be expressed in terms of two parameters
θ ∈ [0, pi] and φ ∈ [0, 2pi) as
|θ, φ〉tot ≡
[
r⊕
l=1
ζl|θ, φ〉l
]⊗N
=
N∑
n1=0
N−n1∑
n2=0
· · ·
N−n1−···−nr−2∑
nr−1=0
√
NCn1 N−n1Cn2 · · · N−n1−···−nr−2Cnr−1
× ζn11 ζn22 · · · ζnr−1r−1 ζN−n1−···−nr−1r
×
[
|θ, φ〉⊗n11 ⊕ |θ, φ〉⊗n22 ⊕ · · · ⊕ |θ, φ〉⊗nr−1r−1 ⊕ |θ, φ〉⊗N−n1−···−nr−1r
]
, (12)
where
∑r
l=1 |ζl|2 = 1 and the single particle states |θ, φ〉l in Eq. (12) for Jl 6= 0 and
Jl = 0 are defined in terms of the basis {|Jl, ml〉l} as
∀Jl 6= 0, |θ, φ〉l ≡ exp
[
−θ
2
(e−iφλ˜Jl,+ − eiφλ˜Jl,−)
]
|Jl, Jl〉l, (13)
with λ˜Jl,± ≡ λ˜Jl,1± iλ˜Jl,2, and |θ, φ〉l ≡ |Jl = 0, ml = 0〉l (Jl = 0), respectively. The CSS
|θ, φ〉tot in Eq. (12) satisfies the minimum uncertainty relation
∀ν ∈ [0, 2pi), 〈(∆OJ,ν)2〉〈(∆OJ,ν+pi
2
)2〉 = f
2
4
〈OˆJ,⊥〉2, (14)
where 〈Xˆ〉 represents the expectation value of an observable Xˆ , the quantum fluctuation
in Xˆ is defined as 〈(∆X)2〉 = 〈Xˆ2〉 − 〈Xˆ〉2, and OˆJ,ν and OˆJ,⊥ are given by
OˆJ,⊥ ≡ OˆJ,1 cosφ sin θ + OˆJ,2 sin φ sin θ + OˆJ,3 cos θ, (15)
OˆJ,ν ≡ OˆJ,1(cos φ cos θ cos ν − sin φ sin ν)
+ OˆJ,2(sin φ cos θ cos ν + cosφ sin ν)− OˆJ,3 sin θ cos ν, (16)
respectively. The expectation values in Eq. (14) can be obtained via the Schwinger-
boson approach described in Appendix A as
〈OˆJ,⊥〉 = fN
∑
l,Jl 6=0
Jl|ζl|2, (17)
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∀ν ∈ [0, 2pi), 〈(∆OJ,ν)2〉 = f
2N
2
∑
l,Jl 6=0
Jl|ζl|2. (18)
Equations (14), (17) and (18) imply that the squeezing among {OˆJ,k} can suppress
〈(∆OJ,ν)2〉 below the coherent-spin-state value of f2 |〈OˆJ,⊥〉| at the expense of
〈(∆OJ,ν+pi
2
)2〉 enhanced above f
2
|〈OˆJ,⊥〉|; hence, the squeezing can be characterized by
the squeezing parameter ξ defined as
ξ2 =
(
2N
∑
l,Jl 6=0
Jl|ζl|2
)
× minν 〈(∆OJ,ν)
2〉
〈OˆJ,⊥〉2
, (19)
where minν 〈(∆OJ,ν)2〉 is the quantum fluctuations in Eq. (16) perpendicular to the OJ,⊥
plane and minimized with respect to the angle ν in Eq. (16). Equation (19) is equal
to 1 for the CSS in Eq. (12) and it implies that a state giving ξ2 < 1 is squeezed. We
note that Eq. (19) is equivalent to the Wineland’s squeezing parameter [7] when the
coefficients {|ζl|2} of the initial CSS in Eq. (12) are given by |ζl|2 = δl,l0 with l0 such
that Jl0 6= 0. The squeezing parameter ξ in Eq. (19) is characterized by the subspins
and the initial CSS, both of which reflect the structure of the unitary equivalence class
of the spin and multipolar observables {OˆJ,k} generating the su(2) subalgebra.
3.2. Squeezed and anti-squeezed quantum fluctuations for one-axis twisting interactions
Let us calculate the squeezing parameter ξ in Eq. (19) for an SSS generated via the
one-axis twisting interaction [6]. We consider the one-axis twisting interaction
HˆOAT = ~χOˆ
2
J,3 (20)
with the interaction energy χ, which distribute the quantum fluctuations in the OJ,2-
OJ,3 plane. A CSS of the N spin-J particles is given by |θ = pi2 , φ = 0〉tot in Eq. (12).
Defining the rescaled evolution time µ ≡ 2χf 2t, we can express the one-axis-twisted
SSS |ΨOAT(J,N ;µ)〉tot at µ as
|ΨOAT(J,N ;µ)〉tot = exp
[
− i
2f 2
Oˆ2J,3µ
]
|θ = pi
2
, φ = 0〉tot. (21)
In this case, the observable OˆJ,⊥ is given by OˆJ,1 and its expectation value at time µ
can be obtained in a manner similar to Eqs. (17) and (18) as
〈OˆJ,1〉(µ) ≡ 〈ΨOAT(J,N ;µ)|OˆJ,1|ΨOAT(J,N ;µ)〉tot
= fN
∑
l:Jl 6=0
Jl|ζl|2cos2Jl−1µ
2
[
1− |ζl|2
(
1− cos2Jl µ
2
)]N−1
, (22)
as detailed in Appendix A. The quantum fluctuations in the plane perpendicular to OˆJ,⊥
can be simplified as a function of ν as
〈(∆OJ,ν)2〉(µ) = f
2N
2
∑
l:Jl 6=0
Jl|ζl|2 [1 + Al(1 + cos 2ν)−Bl sin 2ν] . (23)
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Here, Al and Bl are defined as
Al ≡ Jl
2
(N − 1)|ζl|2
{
1− cos2(2Jl−1)µ [1− |ζl|2(1− cos2Jlµ)]N−2
}
+
1
2
(
Jl − 1
2
)
{1− cos2(Jl−1)µ [1− |ζl|2(1− cos2Jlµ)]N−1}, (24)
Bl ≡ 2
{
Jl(N − 1)|ζl|2cos2Jl µ
2
+
(
Jl − 1
2
)[
1− |ζl|2
(
1− cos2Jl µ
2
)]}
× sin µ
2
cos2(Jl−1)
µ
2
[
1− |ζl|2
(
1− cos2Jl µ
2
)]N−2
. (25)
Equation (23) is periodic with respect to ν, so there exist the minimum and the
maximum, i.e., the squeezed and anti-squeezed quantum fluctuations, respectively. The
squeezing parameter ξ2(µ = 0) = 1 for the initial CSS in Eq. (12) and the spins are said
to be squeezed when ξ2(µ) < 1.
The squeezing limit in Eq. (19) can be analytically obtained in the limit of µ≪ 1
and N ≫ 1, when the subspins {Jl} in Eq. (6) and the coefficients {|ζl|2} of the initial
coherent state in Eq. (12) satisfy |ζl|2 = δl,l0 (Jl0 6= 0). The quantum fluctuations in the
OJ,2-OJ,3 plane in Eq. (23) can be simplified as
〈(∆OJl0 ,ν)2〉(µ) =
f 2Jl0N
2
{
1 +
1
2
(
Jl0N −
1
2
)
×
[
(1− cos2(Jl0N−1)µ)(1 + cos 2ν)
− 4 sin µ
2
cos2(Jl0N−1)
µ
2
sin 2ν
]}
, (26)
and the expectation value perpendicular to the OJ,2-OJ,3 plane in Eq. (22) is
〈OˆJ,1〉(µ) = fJl0Ncos2JN−1
µ
2
. (27)
Here, we assume that µ and N satisfy α ≡ 1
2
Jl0Nµ ≫ 1 and β ≡ 14Jl0Nµ2 ≪ 1. Then,
substituting Eqs. (26) and (27) into Eq. (19), we obtain the squeezing parameter for
r = 1 up to the second order in β as:
ξ2(µ) ≃ 1
4α2
+
2
3
β2 +
β
2α2
+O(max {β
2
α
, β3}), (28)
where ν ≃ −1
2
arctan 1
α
+ pi
2
. The minimum of Eq. (28), i.e., the squeezing limit is
achieved at µ = µmin = (12)
1/6(Jl0N)
−2/3 are given by
ξ2min ≡ ξ2(µmin) ≃
1
2
(
3
2Jl0N
)2/3
+
1
2Jl0N
∝ (Jl0N)−2/3, (29)
which implies that the squeezing limit monotonically decreases with increasing Jl0.
4. Application to collective su(4) systems
4.1. Complete set of collective spin and multipolar observables
To examine the squeezing parameter in Eq. (19) for r > 1, especially the {|ζl|2}-
dependence of the squeezing limit, let us consider a collective su(4) system consisting of
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N spin-3/2 particles as an example. In this case, the observables that can completely
characterize collective spin states are the spin vector, the quadrupolar tensor, and the
octupolar tensor. The Cartesian components of the spin vector λˆ
nj ;J=
3
2
,k (k = 1, 2, 3)
can be given by
λˆ
nj ;
3
2
,k =
N∑
j=1
4∑
m,n=1
(λ˜ 3
2
,k)mncˆ
†
nj ;
3
2
,m
cˆ
nj ;
3
2
,n, (30)
where λ˜ 3
2
,k represent the spin-3/2 matrices J˜µ (µ = x, y, z) given by Eq. (B.1). The
matrix representations of the five independent components of the quadrupolar tensor
and the seven independent components of the octupolar tensor [19] can be respectively
expressed in terms of J˜µ as
(Q˜µν)mn =
√
15
6
(J˜µJ˜ν + J˜ν J˜µ)mn, (31)
(D˜xy)mn =
√
15
6
(J˜2x − J˜2y )mn, (32)
(Y˜ )mn =
√
5
6
(−J˜2x − J˜2y + 2J˜2z )mn, (33)
where (µ, ν) = (x, y), (y, z), (z, x) in Eq. (31), and
(T˜ αµ )mn =
1
3
(2J˜3µ − J˜µJ˜2ν − J˜2η J˜µ)mn, (34)
(T˜ βµ )mn =
√
15
9
(J˜µJ˜2ν − J˜2η J˜µ)mn (35)
(T˜xyz)mn =
√
15
9
(J˜xJ˜yJ˜z)mn, (36)
where (µ, ν, η) = (x, y, z), (y, z, x), and (z, x, y) and the overbars above the matrix
products are defined as A˜B˜2 = A˜B˜2 + B˜A˜B˜ + B˜2A˜ and A˜B˜C˜ = A˜B˜C˜ + B˜C˜A˜ +
C˜A˜B˜ + B˜A˜C˜ + C˜B˜A˜+ A˜C˜B˜ with respect to the matrices A˜, B˜, and C˜. Here we note
that the matrix representations of the spin and multipolar observables in Eqs. (30)-(36)
are normalized so that they satisfy the condition in Eq. (2). These fifteen spin and
multipolar observables in Eqs. (30)-(36) together form the su(4) Lie algebra. Then, the
irreducible representations of the collective spin observables describing the symmetric
spin state can respectively be given by the matrix representations of their single-spin
counter parts in Eqs. (30)-(36), whose explicit expressions are given in Eqs. (B.1)-(B.3).
We define the matrices {λ˜ 3
2
,k} ≡ {J˜µ, Q˜µν , D˜xy, Y˜ , T˜ αµ , T˜ βµ , T˜xyz} (k = 1, · · · , 15) in the
order of Eqs. (30)-(36). Then, the matrix representation of any observable can be
expressed in terms of {λ˜ 3
2
,k} (k = 1, · · · , 15) as in Eq. (4).
4.2. Four types of squeezing
There exist four unitary equivalence classes of the su(2) subalgebras in the su(4) algebra,
which can be found as explained in Sec. 2.3. First, let us construct the Dynkin
diagram and consider the relation between the simple roots and the spin and multipolar
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Figure 2. (Color Online) (a) The root diagram of the su(4) algebra, (b) the Dynkin
diagram of the the su(4) algebra, and (c) the four types of the unitary equivalence
classes of the matrix representations of the su(2) subalgebras. In (c), the chosen
simple roots and the omitted simple roots are indicated by the filled black circles and
the open grey circles, respectively.
observables in Eqs. (30)-(36). In collective su(4) systems, the Dynkin diagram has
three simple roots α1, α4, α6 as shown in Fig. 2 (b). Choosing the diagonal matrices
J˜z = λ˜ 3
2
,3, Y˜ = λ˜ 3
2
,8, and T˜
α
z = λ˜ 3
2
,11 as the generators of the Cartan subalgebra, we can
express the matrices A˜ 3
2
,1, A˜ 3
2
,4, and A˜ 3
2
,6 corresponding to the simple roots as
A˜ 3
2
,1 =
√
15
10
J˜+ +
1
2
Q˜+ −
√
15
20
T˜ α+ −
1
4
T˜ β−, (37)
A˜ 3
2
,4 =
1√
5
J˜+ +
3
4
√
5
T˜ α+ +
√
3
4
T˜ β−, (38)
A˜ 3
2
,6 =
√
15
10
J˜+ − 1
2
Q˜− −
√
15
20
T˜ α+ −
1
4
T˜ β−, (39)
where we define J˜± ≡ J˜x ± iJ˜y, Q˜± ≡ Q˜zx ± iQ˜yz, T˜ α± = T˜ αx ± iT˜ αy , and T˜ β± = T˜ βx ± iT˜ βy ,
respectively. The derivation of Eqs. (37)-(39) are detailed in Appendix C.
Then, the four unitary equivalence classes of the su(2) subalgebras can be found,
that is, the types (i)-(iv) as illustrated in Figs. 2 (c). The su(2) subalgebra {O˜ 3
2
,k} (k =
1, 2, 3) of these four classes satisfy [O˜ 3
2
,±, O˜ 3
2
,3] = ±fO˜ 3
2
,±, where O˜ 3
2
,± = O˜ 3
2
,1 ± iO˜ 3
2
,2.
Suppose the matrices {O˜ 3
2
,k} have the block-diagonalized forms as in Eq. (6); then the
ladder operator O˜ 3
2
,+ and the observable O˜ 3
2
,3 should be expressed in terms of the linear
combinations of A˜ 3
2
,k (k = 1, 4, 6) and λ˜ 3
2
,k (k = 3, 8, 11), respectively, as
O˜ 3
2
,+ =
6∑
k=1,4,6
ckA˜k, (40)
and
O˜ 3
2
,3 = d3λ˜ 3
2
,3 + d8λ˜ 3
2
,8 + d11λ˜ 3
2
,11, (41)
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where ck and dk are the solutions of [O˜ 3
2
,±, O˜ 3
2
,3] = ±fO˜ 3
2
,±. The solutions, the number
of subspaces r, the subspins {Jl} in Eq. (6), and the structure factor f are respectively
given by
(i) O˜ 3
2
,+ =
√
3
10
A˜ 3
2
,1 +
√
2
5
A˜ 3
2
,4 +
√
3
10
A˜ 3
2
,6, O˜ 3
2
,3 = λ˜ 3
2
,3,
r = 1, {J1 = 3
2
}, f = 1 (42)
(ii) O˜ 3
2
,+ =
1√
2
(A˜ 3
2
,1 ± A˜ 3
2
,4), (43)
O˜ 3
2
,3 =
2√
10
λ˜ 3
2
,3 +
1√
2
λ˜ 3
2
,8 −
1√
10
λ˜ 3
2
,11,
r = 2, {J1 = 1, J2 = 0}, f =
√
5
2
, (44)
(iii) O˜ 3
2
,+ =
1√
2
(A˜ 3
2
,1 ± A˜ 3
2
,6), O˜ 3
2
,3 =
1√
5
λ˜ 3
2
,3 +
2√
5
λ˜ 3
2
,11,
r = 2, {J1 = J2 = 1
2
}, f =
√
5, (45)
(iv) O˜ 3
2
,+ = A˜ 3
2
,1, O˜ 3
2
,3 =
1√
10
λ˜ 3
2
,3 +
1√
2
λ˜ 3
2
,8 +
√
2
5
λ˜ 3
2
,11,
r = 3, {J1 = 1
2
, J2 = J3 = 0}, f =
√
10. (46)
The type (i) squeezing in Eq. (42) is equivalent to the spin squeezing among {Jˆx, Jˆy, Jˆz}
and the type (iii) squeezing in Eq. (46) is equivalent to the quadrupole-octupole
squeezing among {Tˆ βz , Tˆxyz, Yˆ } and the quadrupole squeezing among {Qˆzx, Qˆyz, Yˆ }.
4.3. Squeezing limits for four types of squeezing
In the case of the type (i) in Eq. (42), r = 1 and the squeezing limit for the one-axis
twisting is given by Eq. (29) as
ξ2min ≃
1
2
(
1
N
)2/3
+
1
3N
, (47)
which is achieved at the evolution time of µmin =
2√
3
× N−2/3 corresponding to
tmin =
1√
3χ
×N−2/3.
In the case of the types (ii)-(iv) in Eq. (44)-(46), the squeezing limits depend on
the initial coherent state in Eq. (12) in general; however, the squeezing limits for the
types (ii) in Eq. (44) and (iv) in Eq. (46) can be calculated in the same manner as the
type (i), when |ζl|2 = δl1 in the initial state in Eq. (12). They are given by
(ii) ξ2min ≃
1
2
(
3
2N
)2/3
+
1
2N
, (48)
(iv) ξ2min ≃
1
2
(
3
N
)2/3
+
1
N
, (49)
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Figure 3. (Color Online) (a) The |ζ1|2-dependence on the squeezing limit ξ2min and
(b) the corresponding evolution time µmin for N = 10
5. The horizontal dotted lines at
ξ2
min
= 0.00031 and 0.00049 in (a) and at µmin = 0.0007 and 0.0011 in (b) respectively
indicate the squeezing limits for the type (ii) in Eq. (48) and the type (iii) in Eq. (49)
and the corresponding evolution times when |ζ1|2 = 1.
respectively. The minimum squeezing limits in Eqs. (48) and (49) are achieved at
µmin = 12
1/6 × N−2/3 (tmin = 121/65χ × N−2/3) and µmin = 2 × 31/6 × N−2/3 (tmin =
31/6
10χ
× N−2/3), respectively. If |ζl|2 6= 0 for ∃l > 0, the squeezing limits for types (ii)
and (iv) cannot be obtained by the expression in Eq. (29). We numerically calculate
the |ζ1|2-dependences of the squeezing limits and their corresponding evolution times
and illustrate them in Figs. 3 (a) and (b). In Figs. 3, we plot the squeezing limit ξ2min
and the evolution time µmin with respect to 1−|ζ1|2. The squeezing limits for the types
(ii) and (iv) monotonically decrease with increasing |ζ1|2. For |ζ1|2 ≃ 1, the squeezing
limits are almost equal to Eqs. (48) and (49), respectively; however, for |ζ1|2 < 0.2, the
minimum squeezing limits sharply increase due to the decreases in the number of the
Schwinger bosons which are nonlinearly interacting via the one-axis twisting interactions
in Eq. (20).
In the case of the type (iii) in Eq. (45), r = 2 and J1 = J2 = 1/2, the |ζ1|2-
dependence of the minimum squeezing limit is periodic because of the symmetry with
respect to the two subspaces. To see this, let us derive the expression for the squeezing
limit for the type (iii):
ξ2(µ) =
1 + 1
4
(N − 1)∑2l=1∆l(µ)∑2
l=1 |ζl|2(1− 2|ζl|2sin2 µ4 )
N−1 , (50)
where ∆l’s (l = 1, 2) are defined as
∆l(µ) =
[
1−
(
1− 2|ζl|2sin2µ
2
)N−2]
×

1−
√√√√1 +
[
4|ζl|2 sin µ2 (1− 2|ζl|2sin2 µ4 )
N−2
1− (1− 2|ζl|2sin2 µ2 )
N−2
]2
 . (51)
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When the initial state is given by |ζl|2 = δl1, the squeezing limit is given by Eq. (49) at
µmin = 2× 31/6 ×N−2/3, which are same as those for the type (iv) with the initial state
of |ζl|2 = δl1, while the evolution time tmin = 31/65χ ×N−2/3 is two times larger than that
for the type (iv) with the initial state of |ζl|2 = δl1. When the initial state is the equal
superposition of the two subspaces, i.e., |ζl|2 = 12 , the squeezing limit can be obtained
by assuming α≫ 1 and β ≪ 1 to be
ξ2min ≃
1
2
(
6
N
)2/3
+
3
N
≃ 1
2
(
6
N
)2/3
, (52)
at the evolution time of µmin = 2×31/6×(N/2)−2/3 (tmin = 481/65χ ×N−2/3). Equation (52)
is 62/3 ≃ 3.3 times larger than the type (i) in Eq. (47), 42/3 ≃ 2.5 times larger than
the type (ii) in Eq. (48) with the initial state of |ζl|2 = δl1, and 22/3 ≃ 1.6 times larger
than the type (iv) in Eq. (49) with the initial state of |ζl|2 = δl1 and the type (iii)
with the initial state of |ζl|2 = δl1. The |ζ1|2-dependence of the squeezing limit and the
corresponding evolution time for N = 105 are illustrated in Fig. 4 (a). The squeezing
limit reaches the maximum at |ζ1|2 ≃ 1 − pi4 and pi4 . The dependence of the squeezing
limit on the number of spins for |ζ1|2 ≃ 1− pi4 is shown in Fig. 4 (b), which can be well
fitted to
ξ2min ≃ 0.11± 0.00 +
0.57± 0.00
N0.50±0.00
+
3.8± 0.0
N
(53)
by the least squared method. Equation (53) implies that the scaling of the squeezing
limit with respect to N is 0 for |ζ1|2 = pi4 and 1− pi4 , although the squeezing limit is still
below the standard quantum limit of ζ2 = 1. The evolution time corresponding to the
squeezing limit for |ζ1|2 = 1− pi4 can be well fitted to
µmin ≃ (3.9± 0.0)×N−0.73±0.00, (54)
with respect to the number of spins N by the least squared method.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we consider the collective su(2J + 1) systems and classify the squeezing
among the spin and multipolar observables generating the su(2) subalgebra of the
su(2J +1) algebra, based on the unitary equivalence class of the su(2J +1)-dimensional
representations of the observables. The matrix representations of the observables
and their representation spaces can be decomposed into the direct sums of the lower
dimensional irreducible representations of the su(2) generators in Eq. (6). This implies
that if two sets of observables belong to the same unitary equivalence class, they can
be decomposed into the same matrix representation in Eq. (6) whose bases can be
transformed to each other via an SU(2J+1) transformation; hence they are characterized
by the same subspins {Jl} in Eq. (6) giving the structure factor f in Eq. (7). The
unitary equivalence class of the su(2) subalgebra in the su(2J +1) algebra can be found
by choosing vertices in the Dynkin diagram of the su(2J+1) algebra as shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 4. (Color Online) (a) The |ζ1|2-dependence of the squeezing limit ξ2min and
the corresponding evolution time µmin for N = 10
5. The maxima of ξ2
min
are achieved
at |ζ1|2 = 1 − pi4 and pi4 . (b) The N -dependence of the squeezing limit ξ2min and the
corresponding evolution time µmin for |ζ1|2 = 1− pi4 . The fitting function for ξ2min and
µmin are given by Eq. (53) and Eq. (54), respectively.
The squeezing limits are determined by the dimensionality of the unitary
equivalence class of the observables and the initial CSS involved by the squeezing.
Taking the one-axis-twisted SSS for example, we calculate the squeezing limit ξ2min,
which is given by the function in Eq. (19) in terms of the subspins {Jl} in the
irreducible representations in Eq. (6) and the coefficients {|ζl|2} of the initial CSS in
Eq. (12). When |ζl|2 = δl1 in Eq. (12), the squeezing limit ξ2min in Eq. (29) for the
one-axis twisted SSS achieved to be proportional to (Jl0N)
−2/3 at the evolution time
of µ ≡ 2χf 2t ∝ (Jl0N)−2/3 in the limit of Jl0Nχf 2t ≫ 1 and Jl0N(χf 2t)2 ≪ 1, which
implies that the squeezing among the observables, of which matrix representations are
irreducible, gives the minimum squeezing limit of the collective su(2J +1) consisting of
N spin-J particles. In the case of |ζl0|2 < 1 and ∃|ζl 6=l0|2 6= 0, the analytical expressions
of the squeezing limits in Eq. (19) cannot be easily obtained due to the interference
between the representation spaces in Eq. (6).
Finally, we apply our classification to the squeezing in the collective su(4) systems
and obtain the squeezing limits analytically or numerically. The squeezing can be
classified into one of four unitary equivalence classes as shown in Fig. 2. Their squeezing
limits depends on the coefficients {|ζl|2} in the initial coherent states in Eq. (12) as well
as the subspins {Jl}, whose behaviors were numerically calculated as shown in Figs.3
(a) and 4 (a). Since the subspins and the initial coherent sate reflect the structure of
the unitary equivalence class of the spin and multipolar observables; hence the unitary
equivalence class of the observables can be considered as one of the systematical ways
to classify and quantify the squeezing.
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Appendix A. Schwinger-boson approach to calculate expectation values for
Eqs. (12) and (21)
The expectation values for the initial CSS in Eq. (12) and for the one-axis-twisted SSS
in Eq. (21) can be simplified by the Schwinger boson approach.
The observables {OˆJ,k} can be decomposed into Eq. (6), which are matrix-
represented by the direct sums of the spin matrices {λ˜Jl,k} for the spins Jl. For each
of r subspaces, we can define the Schwinger boson operator aˆl± (aˆ
†
l±) which annihilates
(creates) a boson in a mode ‘l±.’ The annihilation (creation) Schwinger-boson operators
aˆl± (aˆ
†
l±) satisfy
[aˆls, aˆl′s′] = 0, [aˆls, aˆ
†
l′s′ ] = δll′δss′ (s, s
′ = ±), (A.1)
since the r subspaces V ({|Jl, ml〉l}) (l = 1, · · · , r) are orthogonal to each other. The
l-th symmetric state |θ, φ〉⊗nll in Eq. (12) can be regarded as a CSS of the 2Jlnl spin-1/2
Schwinger bosons of the mode l whose azimuth and polar angles are given by θ and φ,
respectively:
|θ, φ〉⊗nll =
Nl∑
m=0
√
NlCm cos
Nl−m θ
2
sinm
θ
2
e−imφ
× |nl+ = Nl −m,nl− = m〉Sb, (A.2)
where Nl ≡ 2Jlnl represents the number of the l-th Schwinger bosons, and |nl+, nl−〉Sb is
the symmetric state of the nl+ Schwinger bosons in the ‘l+’ state and the nl− Schwinger
bosons in the ‘l−’ state. The matrix representations λ˜Jl,k for the l-th subspace with
Jl 6= 0 can be mapped to the collective spin operators ΛˆJl,k:
λ˜Jl,1 → ΛˆJl,1 =
1
2
(aˆ†l+aˆl− + aˆ
†
l−aˆl+), (A.3)
λ˜Jl,2 → ΛˆJl,2 =
i
2
(−aˆ†l+aˆl− + aˆ†l−aˆl+), (A.4)
λ˜Jl,3 → ΛˆJl,3 =
1
2
(aˆ†l+aˆl+ − aˆ†l−aˆl−), (A.5)
with the constraint Λˆ2Jl,1 + Λˆ
2
Jl,2
+ Λˆ2Jl,3 = Jlnl(Jlnl + 1). For Jl = 0, we define
ΛˆJl,1 = ΛˆJl,2 = ΛˆJl,3 = 0. The observables in Eqs. (15) and (16) can be expressed
in terms of the Schwinger-boson representations in Eqs. (A.3)-(A.5) as
OˆJ,⊥ = f
r⊕
l=1
[
ΛˆJl,1 cosφ sin θ + ΛˆJl,2 sin φ sin θ + ΛˆJl,3 cos θ
]
, (A.6)
OˆJ,ν = f
r⊕
l=1
[
ΛˆJl,1(cosφ cos θ cos ν − cosφ sin ν)
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+ ΛˆJl,2(sin φ cos θ cos ν + cosφ sin ν)− ΛˆJl,3 sin θ cos ν
]
. (A.7)
Thus, the expectation values in Eqs. (15) and (16) for the CSS of Eq. (12) can be
obtained as Eqs. (17) and (18), respectively.
Next, let us simplify the expectation values for the one-axis-twisted SSSs in Eq. (21)
in a manner similar to the case of the CSS. The one-axis twisting in Eq. (20) and |pi
2
, 0〉⊗nll
in the initial CSS can be respectively expressed as
HˆOAT = ~χf
2
[
r⊕
l=1
ΛˆJl,3
]2
= ~χf 2
r⊕
l=1
Λˆ2Jl,3, (A.8)
and
|pi
2
, 0〉⊗nll =
1
2Nl/2
Nl∑
m=0
√
NlCm |nl+ = Nl −m,nl− = m〉Sb. (A.9)
The l-th one-axis twisting interaction ~χf 2Λˆ2Jl,3 in Eq. (A.8) squeezes the l-th CSS in
Eq. (A.9). The one-axis-twisted SSS of the l-th Schwinger bosons at µ is given by
|ψOAT(1
2
, Nl;µ)〉l ≡
1
2Nl/2
Nl∑
m=0
√
NlCm e
−imφe−
i
8
(aˆ†l+aˆl+−aˆ
†
l−aˆl−)
2µ
× |nl+ = Nl −m,nl− = m〉Sb. (A.10)
Here, we note that for an observable XˆJl, two SSSs |ψOAT(12 , 2Jlnl;µ)〉l and
|ψOAT(12 , 2Jln′l;µ)〉l in the l-th subspace satisfy
〈ψOAT(1
2
, 2Jln
′
l;µ)|XˆJl|ψOAT(
1
2
, 2Jlnl;µ)〉l ∝ δnln′l , (A.11)
since the expectation value vanishes when the numbers of the Schwinger bosons in the
two states are not equal, i.e., nl 6= n′l. Then, the expectation value of OˆJ,1 can be
calculated to give Eq. (22). The one-axis twisting redistribute the quantum fluctuations
in the OJ,2-OJ,3 plane as follows:
OˆJ,ν = OˆJ,2 cos ν − OˆJ,3 sin ν = f
r⊕
l=1
(ΛˆJl,2 cos ν − ΛˆJl,3 sin ν). (A.12)
The quantum fluctuation in OˆJ,ν with respect to the state |ΨOAT(J,N ;µ)〉tot in Eq. (21)
is obtained by
〈(∆OJ,ν)2〉(µ) = 〈ΨOAT(J,N ;µ)|Oˆ2J,ν|ΨOAT(J,N ;µ)〉tot
− 〈ΨOAT(J,N ;µ)|OˆJ,ν|ΨOAT(J,N ;µ)〉2tot. (A.13)
Here, the first term of the right-hand side of Eq. (A.13) is given by
〈ΨOAT(J,N ;µ)|Oˆ2J,ν|ΨOAT(J,N ;µ)〉tot
= f 2
N∑
n1=0
N−n1∑
n2=0
· · ·
N−n1−···−nr−2∑
nr−1=0
NCn1 N−n1Cn2 · · · N−n1−···−nr−2Cnr−1
× |ζ1|2n1 |ζ2|2n2 · · · |ζr−1|2nr−1|ζr|2(N−n1−···−nr−1)
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×
∑
l:Jl 6=0
〈ψOAT(1
2
, 2Jlnl;µ)|(ΛˆJ,2 cos ν − ΛˆJ,3 sin ν)2|ψOAT(1
2
, 2Jlnl;µ)〉l
= f 2
∑
l:Jl 6=0
N∑
nl=0
NCnl|ζl|2nl(1− |ζl|2)N−nl
× 〈ψOAT(1
2
, 2Jlnl;µ)|(ΛˆJ,2 cos ν − ΛˆJ,3 sin ν)2|ψOAT(1
2
, 2Jlnl;µ)〉l, (A.14)
where the first equality is derived from Eq. (A.11) and the second equality is obtained
by the symmetry with respect to the subspace index, l. Similarly to Eq. (A.14), the
second term in Eq. (A.15) can be calculated as
〈ΨOAT(J,N ;µ)|OˆJ,ν|ΨOAT(J,N ;µ)〉tot
= f
∑
l:Jl 6=0
N∑
nl=0
NCnl|ζl|2nl(1− |ζl|2)N−nl
× 〈ψOAT(1
2
, 2Jlnl;µ)|(ΛˆJ,2 cos ν − ΛˆJ,3 sin ν)|ψOAT(1
2
, 2Jlnl;µ)〉l
= 0, (A.15)
since 〈ψOAT(12 , 2Jlnl;µ)|ΛˆJ,k|ψOAT(12 , 2Jlnl;µ)〉l = 0 for k = 2, 3. Substituting Eq. (A.10)
into Eq. (A.14), we can simplify 〈(∆OJ,ν)2〉(µ) in Eq. (A.13) as Eqs. (23)-(25).
Appendix B. Matrix representations of a single spin-3/2 operators
The matrix representations of the spin-vector components J˜µ in Eq. (30), the five
independent components of the quadrupolar tensor, Q˜µν , D˜xy, and Y˜ in Eqs. (31)-
(33), and the seven independent components of the octupolar tensor, T˜ αµ , T˜
β
µ , and T˜xyz
in Eqs. (34)-(36), are given by
J˜x =
1
2


0
√
3 0 0√
3 0 2 0
0 2 0
√
3
0 0
√
3 0

 ,
J˜y =
i
2


0 −√3 0 0√
3 0 −2 0
0 2 0 −√3
0 0
√
3 0

 , J˜z = 12


3 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −3

 ,
(B.1)
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Q˜xy =
i
√
5
2


0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

 Q˜yz = i
√
5
2


0 −1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0


Q˜zx =
√
5
2


0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1
0 0 −1 0

 D˜xy =
√
5
2


0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0


Y˜ =
√
5
2


1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 1


(B.2)
and
T˜ αx =
1
4


0 −√3 0 5
−√3 0 3 0
0 3 0 −√3
5 0 −√3 0

 ,
T˜ αy =
i
4


0
√
3 0 5
−√3 0 −3 0
0 3 0
√
3
−5 0 −√3 0

 , T˜ αz = 12


1 0 0 0
0 −3 0 0
0 0 3 0
0 0 0 −1

 ,
T˜ βx =
√
5
4


0 −1 0 −√3
−1 0 √3 0
0
√
3 0 −1
−√3 0 −1 0

 ,
T˜ βy =
i
√
5
4


0 −1 0 √3
1 0
√
3 0
0 −√3 0 −1
−√3 0 1 0

 ,
T˜ βz =
√
5
2


0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1
1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0

 , T˜xyz := i
√
5
2


0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0

 .
(B.3)
Appendix C. Root diagram and simple roots of the su(4) algebra
First, we chose λ˜ 3
2
,3, λ˜ 3
2
,8, and λ˜ 3
2
,11 as the Cartan subalgebra and obtain their adjoint
representations (ad[λ˜ 3
2
,kC
])mn ≡ fnkCm (kC = 3, 8, 11 and m,n 6= 3, 8, 11), where the
structure constant fnkCm is defined by [λ˜kC , λ˜m] = i
∑
n f
n
kCm
λ˜n. Here, the adjoint
representations of λ˜ 3
2
,kC
can be simultaneously diagonalized; hence they have the same
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eigenvectors A˜ 3
2
,k =
∑
k 6=3,8,11 ckλ˜ 3
2
,k satisfying [λ˜ 3
2
,kC
, A˜ 3
2
,k] = µkCkA˜ 3
2
,k, where µkCk are
the eigenvalues of ad[λ˜ 3
2
,kC
] corresponding to the eigenvectors A˜ 3
2
,k. Then, we obtain
twelve sets of eigenvalues αk ≡ (µ3k, µ8k, µ11k), i.e., the roots, and the eigenvectors
A˜ 3
2
,k (k = 1, · · ·12) corresponding to the roots. Plotting these roots in the Cartesian
coordinate, we obtain the root diagram of the su(4) algebra in Fig. 2 (a). Here, the
roots and their corresponding operators are given by
α1 =

 1√5
2

 , A˜ 3
2
,1 =
√
15
10
J˜+ +
1
2
Q˜+ −
√
15
20
T˜ α+ −
1
4
T˜ β− =
√
5E12,
α2 =

 2√5
−1

 , A˜ 3
2
,2 =
1
2
D˜+ +
1
2
F˜+ =
√
5E13,
α3 =

 30
1

 , A˜ 3
2
,3 =
√
5
4
T˜ α− −
√
3
4
T˜ β+ =
√
5E14,
α4 =

 10
−3

 , A˜ 3
2
,4 =
1√
5
J˜+ +
3
4
√
5
T˜ α+ +
√
3
4
T˜ β− =
√
5E23,
α5 =

 2−√5
−1

 , A˜ 3
2
,5 =
1
2
D˜+ − 1
2
F˜+ =
√
5E24,
α6 =

 1−√5
2

 , A˜ 3
2
,6 =
√
15
10
J˜+ − 1
2
Q˜− −
√
15
20
T˜ α+ −
1
4
T˜ β− =
√
5E34,
α6+k = −αk, A˜6+k = A˜†k, (k = 1, · · ·6),
where Emn denotes the matrix with 1 in the mn entry and 0s elsewhere and the
ladder operators are defined by J˜± ≡ J˜x ± iJ˜y, Q˜± ≡ Q˜zx ± iQ˜yz, D˜± = D˜xy ± iQ˜xy,
T˜ α± = T˜
α
x ± iT˜ αy , T˜ β± = T˜ βx ± iT˜ βy , and F˜± = T˜ βz ± iT˜xyz.
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